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Six-year 'maternity' breaks: You're 

having a laugh? 

Dame Alison Carnwath, the only woman to chair a FTSE 100 company, says employers 

should allow women to take family-friendly career breaks of up to six years. Many 

businesses - outraged at the proposals - say the move would hamper women's employment 

overall  

 

 
 

John Philpott, economist and founder of The Jobs Economist:  

Family-friendly employment practices only make sense for businesses and the 

wider economy if they enable women to combine child-rearing with work, thus 

preventing a potential loss of talent. This means keeping jobs open during periods 

of maternity leave and helping women to work flexibly in full-time or part-time work when 

back on the job.  
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However, lengthy 'bringing up baby' career breaks would have precisely the opposite 

effect, underwriting the loss of talent by promoting women's economic inactivity, 

preventing women from gaining work-related experience in the prime years of their lives, 

and increasing the risk that women's skills will atrophy while out of the job market. This 

would be detrimental to women's employment, productivity, earning power and therefore 

gender equality - a classic example of a well-intended idea that would in practice do more 

harm than good.  

Karren Mattison, founder of Timewise:  

I do not believe that there is a one size fits all for employers or for women who 

have children. For businesses that have the resources to reintegrate strong 

performing staff who leave for a career break after several years this is clearly a 

win win for them and some of their employees. For others this simply does not make 

business sense but they might want to communicate to women who have left that the door 

is open should they wish to return.  

I absolutely support career breaks. Wit the right attitude you can come back up the 

curve quickly and with confidence. I'm not sure how long you can take though.  

Many firms are now beginning to recognise the feasibility of creer breaks, and they are 

less expensive than retraining an unknown.  

Lindsay Pattison, chief executive of Maxus:  

Six years is an awfully long time to keep a role open and I’m not sure it works for 

either the mother or father, or the company. The real issue is cheaper, better child 

care. That's what's hampering families at the moment, and it has a major impact 

on businesses too, as we lose a lot of very talented people simply because affordable child 

care isn’t available to them. This absolutely needs to be addressed at government level.  

Also, I think working mothers are undervalued and as a result have to work extra hard to 

keep everyone happy. Employers should ensure they offer flexible working hours and be 

more focussed on the actual results employee deliver, rather than obsessing over a 

perceived need for people to work rigid desk jobs.  

Heather Jackson, chief executive of An Inspirational Journey:  

Firstly, it is great that a woman of this calibre and standing has been prepared to 

put her head above the parapet and speak out about an issue which will 

undoubtedly cause national interest and media speculation.  

However, in general, it feels a very outdated statement and crucially at a time when 

organisations are acknowledging the retention and development of talent as part of their 

overarching desire to support women in the workplace as a business imperative rather 

than an equality one. To actually think that removing women out of employment for six 

years is naïve and intangible.  
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At a topical time when the conversation in business has been about shared responsibility 

over childcare, it is disappointing that men have been excluded from her suggestions. 

Considering new shared parenting legislations which have been announced, the 

comments don’t reflect the initiative and by failing to represent men, feels like a step 

backwards rather than forwards.  

Realistically, neither men nor women, can take six years off if they want to reach the top 

of the corporate world. However I believe that “career slowdowns” can be implemented 

(for both men and women) where skills and networks are maintained, but these need to be 

structured around the organisations objectives and the individual’s needs. The more 

honest dialogue between the two on career route paths to the top need to be discussed, 

supported and implemented.  

 


